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Based on stimulation with plaid patterns, neurons in the Middle Temporal (MT) area
of primate visual cortex are divided into two types: pattern and component cells. The
prevailing theory suggests that pattern selectivity results from the summation of the
outputs of component cells as part of a hierarchical visual pathway. We present a
computational model of the visual pathway from primary visual cortex (V1) to MT that
suggests an alternate model where the progression from component to pattern selectivity
is not required. Using standard orientation-selective V1 cells, end-stopped V1 cells, and
V1 cells with extra-classical receptive fields (RFs) as inputs to MT, the model shows
that the degree of pattern or component selectivity in MT could arise from the relative
strengths of the three V1 input types. Dominance of end-stopped V1 neurons in the
model leads to pattern selectivity in MT, while dominance of V1 cells with extra-classical
RFs result in component selectivity. This model may assist in designing experiments to
further understand motion processing mechanisms in primate MT.
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INTRODUCTION
The middle temporal area (MT or V5) within the extrastriate primate visual cortex contains a high
proportion of direction-selective neurons (Dubner and Zeki, 1971; Born and Bradley, 2005). MT is
regarded as the gateway to the perception of motion because it is the first area largely dedicated to
motion processing in the cortical visual pathway and direct electrical stimulation of MT alters the
direction of visual motion perception in monkeys (Salzman et al., 1990).
When a bar or grating is moved through the receptive field (RF) of an MT neuron, it
responds only to a restricted range of directions orthogonal to the grating’s orientation, making
the cell direction selective (Figure 1A). If two gratings with different orientations are presented
simultaneously and moved in directions orthogonal to their orientations, a plaid stimulus is created
(Figure 1B). Humans perceive plaids as a global motion of the pattern in the direction of the motion
of the intersection points of the gratings (indicated by the black arrows in Figure 1B).
When MT neurons are stimulated with plaid patterns, a range of cell-specific responses are
observed. About one third of MT neurons, referred to as “pattern” cells, are selective to the direction
of the pattern motion and have a single-lobed directional tuning function centered on the pattern
direction (Figure 1C). At the opposite end of the spectrum are “component” MT cells, which do
not respond optimally to the unified plaid pattern direction but rather show two peaks in their
directional tuning functions, each peak coinciding with the direction of the component gratings
(Figure 1D). The final third of cells have intermediate properties: they produce broad directional
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crossing points of multiple contours (extrinsic terminators). The
terminators provide cues to resolve the aperture problem in
MT (Zarei Eskikand et al., 2016). The amplitudes of V1-ECRF
neurons are modulated by the relative amount of texture in
their extra-classical RF surrounds. As we will show, the V1ECRF neurons provide useful information about the form of
the stimulus. The resulting visual information is transmitted
to the neurons in MT for integration of local motion signals
and segregation of overlapping stimuli. The overall model is
illustrated in Figure 2A and builds upon the model described by
Zarei Eskikand et al. (2018).
The model has two types of MT neurons (Zarei Eskikand et al.,
2016). Integration MT neurons are excited by motion in their
preferred directions in the center of their RFs. Motion in the
preferred direction in the RF surround does not directly induce
excitation. However, if preferred direction motion is present in
both the center and surround, the response of the cell is higher
than for center-stimulation alone. These cells have been identified
in MT (Huang et al., 2007). In our model, integration neurons
propagate unambiguous motion signals from the terminators in
the stimulus to other parts of the MT neural network.
Segmentation MT neurons are excited by motion in one
direction in the centers of their RFs and suppressed by motion
in the opposite direction in the surrounds, and vice versa. The
suppressive effect of the surround in the segmentation neurons
has an important role in detecting motion discontinuities in
the input stimulus (Zarei Eskikand et al., 2016); these cells are
common in MT (Huang et al., 2007, 2008). It has been shown that
MT neurons can switch between integration and segmentation
configurations (Huang et al., 2007; Thiele, 2007) and this
dynamic characteristic can be readily incorporated into our
model but we do not present this additional computation here.

tuning functions that do not have significant double peaks
(Albright, 1984; Rodman and Albright, 1989; Movshon et al.,
1992; Li et al., 2001).
Several models have been proposed to explain the pattern
selectivity of MT neurons wherein the mechanism to produce
pattern selectivity employs a hierarchy of processing from
component to pattern selective MT cells within MT area itself
(Rust et al., 2006). In most models, the extraction of the correct
direction of motion for differently oriented bars that move over
each other (crossing bars, Figure 1E), has required feedback
circuits from neurons in the medial superior temporal (MST)
area (Grossberg, 1994, 2014, 2015; Berzhanskaya et al., 2007).
Here, we propose a biologically plausible model of MT that
uses as inputs the known properties of three types of cells in
the proceeding visual area, primary visual cortex (V1). The
novelty of this model is that it is the relative proportions of
the inputs from these three types of V1 neurons that determine
the component or pattern selectivity of the MT neurons. The
model provides a simple mechanism by which component and
pattern selective cells can be created that does not require
a hierarchical relationship between component and pattern
MT cells. The presented model solves several of the problems
associated with MT motion detection, such as overcoming
the aperture problem (Born and Bradley, 2005; Bradley and
Goyal, 2008) and extracting the correct motion directions
from crossing bars (Blake and Troscianko, 1990). The model
inherently explains several important characteristic properties of
pattern MT neurons, including their temporal dynamics (Smith
et al., 2005, 2009), the contrast dependency of pattern selectivity
(Stoner and Albright, 1992; Kumbhani et al., 2008), and the
spatial and temporal limits of pattern motion detection (Majaj
et al., 2007; Kumbhani et al., 2015).

V1 Neurons
Initial motion information is extracted by V1 neurons, which
have small RFs. The RFs of these neurons are spatiotemporal
filters that are modeled using motion energy filters (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; van Santen and Sperling, 1985). The spatial filters of
these motion energy filters are Gabor functions and the temporal
filters are multi-stage low-pass filters,
"
#
(t/τ g )2
1
n
gn (t) = (t/τg ) exp(−t/τg )
.
(1)
−
n! (n + 2)!

METHODS
We start by providing a brief overview of the model, which
is illustrated in Figure 2, followed by a detailed description
of the response characteristics of its component parts in
later sections. The model processes information in two stages
that each incorporate cells with response properties based on
those readily found in primate V1 and MT (Albright, 1984;
Rodman and Albright, 1989; Movshon et al., 1992; Li et al.,
2001). The initial motion and form information are extracted
by neurons in V1 by three different types of neurons with
distinctive response characteristics: complex V1 neurons, endstopped V1 neurons, and complex V1 neurons that have
suppressive, Extra-Classical RFs (V1-ECRF). The complex V1
and end-stopped V1 neurons are both orientation-selective and
direction-selective, the directional preferences being orthogonal
to the preferred orientation selectivity (Figure 2D). The central,
classical RFs of the V1-ECRF neurons are orientation-selective
but not direction-selective. Complex V1 neurons provide initial
motion information that signals the direction of motion of
the borders of the stimuli. End-stopped neurons respond most
strongly to the unambiguous motion information provided by
the ends of oriented structures (intrinsic terminators) or the
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where τg is the time constant of the filter and n takes different
values of 6 and 9 simulating the delay between two different
temporal filters to compute the motion of the stimulus. These
parameters of the temporal filter adjust the velocity selectivity
of the neurons. For simplicity, we only consider neurons tuned
to the same speed of motion. The outputs of the spatiotemporal
filters are combined to form motion energy filters (Zarei
Eskikand et al., 2016).
V1 neurons detect only the components of the motion signals
that are orthogonal to the edges of the stimulus because of their
small RFs, which results in the aperture problem (Born and
Bradley, 2005). However, neurons at the terminators (ends) of
oriented contours provide unambiguous motion signals because
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Direction-selective neurons respond only to motion in a restricted set of directions. (B) A plaid stimulus is formed by the summation of the motion of
two gratings moving in different directions. The motion of the plaid is equivalent to the local motions at the extrinsic terminators, which are formed at the intersections
of the gratings. In a plaid stimulus, the actual endpoints of the gratings (intrinsic terminators) are hidden. (C) The directional tuning curve of a pattern cell. A pattern cell
is selective for the direction of the pattern motion of the plaid and has a single lobed directional tuning function centered on the pattern direction. (D) The tuning curve
of a component cell. A component cell shows two peaks in its directional tuning function, each representing the motion of the individual gratings within a plaid. (E)
Crossing bars with occluded intrinsic terminators. The local motion of the crossing bars at the intersections represent the pattern motion of a plaid (F).
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FIGURE 2 | (A) A schematic diagram showing the interconnections of the neurons in MT and V1 in the model. Red arrows represent excitatory interconnections
between neurons and blue lines indicate inhibitory connections. Black solid lines indicate the effect of V1-ECRF neurons on the threshold level defined by the activity
of end-stopped neurons for the inhibitory connections between neurons. (B) The receptive field of a V1 complex neuron. (C) The receptive field of end-stopped V1
neurons. End-stopped neurons respond strongly to the terminators. The activities of the end-stopped neurons are suppressed in response to long edges because of
the inhibitory interconnections from neighboring neurons. (D) The receptive fields of V1-ECRF neurons. The activity of the V1-ECRF neurons are suppressed at the
extrinsic terminators where their inhibitory surround is more highly activated compared to the intrinsic terminators. The receptive field of these neurons is modeled as
differential Gaussians. The subplot shows this function only in one dimension. (E) The receptive field of integration MT neurons. The integration MT neurons have
facilitatory surrounds. Surround motion in the preferred direction of the center has an excitatory effect, and motion in the opposite direction is inhibitory. (F) The
receptive field of segmentation MT neurons. The surround region of the segmentation MT neurons has a suppressive effect. The neurons respond well when there is a
discontinuity in motion between the center and surround.
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where h(.) is a saturating linear function

 1, if x ≥ 1
h(x) = x, if 0 ≤ x < 1

0, if x < 0

the corners are two-dimensional. To suppress the ambiguous
activity of V1 neurons along the long-edges, a model of endstopped V1 neurons is essential that responds most strongly to
the terminators of the stimulus (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965; Pack
et al., 2003; Zarei Eskikand et al., 2018). The activity of these
neurons is affected by the inhibitory interconnections between
neurons, which are effective only if the neighboring neurons have
activity above a threshold level (Tsui et al., 2010). The activity of
an end-stopped V1 neuron is computed as



d es
es
cx
vx,y,θ (t) = 1 − vx,y,θ
(t) Gcx1
es vx,y,θ (t)
dt


es
τes + Gcx2
− vx,y,θ
es Ŵ x,y,θ (t) ,

that is applied to the result of the two-dimensional convolution,
symbolized by ∗ , that keeps the activity between 0 and 1. The
superscript “cs” stands for V1-ECRF neurons. This resulting
initial form information is transmitted to MT neurons by the
interaction of V1-ECRF neurons and complex V1 neurons.
The activity level of complex V1 neurons is gated by the V1ECRF neurons,
 cx
cs > 0
vx,y,θ if vx,y,o
κx,y,θ =
(7)
0
otherwise,

(2)

es
where vx,y,θ
is the activity of an end-stopped cell selective to
direction θ (eight different directions: 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , ...) located at
cx is the activity of the complex neuron
the coordinate (x, y), vx,y,θ
in the same location and direction, τes is a decay rate, and Gcx1
es
and Gcx2
es are constant gains. The parameter Γx,y,θ is the inhibition
that the neuron receives from complex V1 neurons when the
activity of the neighboring standard complex neurons is above
cx ,
the threshold, ρx,y

Ŵx,y,θ =

 8
 P

8
P

i=−8 j=−8



0

cx
cx
vx+i,y+j,θ
µi,j vx+i,y+j,θ

i=3,j=3
i=−3,j=−3

where κx,y,θ is the effect of the form information provided by
the V1-ECRF neurons on neurons responding to the motion
cx
information at location (x, y) selective to direction θ , vx,y,θ
is
cs
the activity of complex V1 neurons, and vx,y,o is the activity of
the V1-ECRF neurons at the orientation, o, that is orthogonal
to the direction, θ . It is necessary for complex V1 neurons to
interact with V1-ECRF neurons that have orientation selectivity
orthogonal to their direction preferences because motiondetecting neurons respond to the changes of the intensity level
orthogonal to the edge of the moving stimulus. The intended
effect is that the inputs to MT from complex V1 neurons
have a high level of motion information only where the V1ECRF neurons are active. Therefore, κx,y,θ is inactive at the
extrinsic terminators where the activity of V1-ECRF neurons
is suppressed.

cx
> ρx,y

otherwise,
(3)

where µi,j is the inhibitory connectivity matrix that extends
across a patch of 8x8 neighboring neurons and has a discretized
Gaussian shape (Zarei Eskikand et al., 2016).
The activities of end-stopped V1 neurons at the intrinsic
terminators carry unambiguous motion information, but their
responses to extrinsic terminators, formed when objects
overlap, conflict with the global movement of the stimulus.
Therefore, we have incorporated input from V1-ECRF neurons
that are orientation-selective but also have contrast-sensitive
suppressive surrounds.
The V1-ECRF neurons receive a suppressive effect from their
surrounds, which is activated by the luminance of the stimulus.
The activities of the neurons are modeled as the difference of
Gaussians (also known as the Mexican Hat function),

Rx,y,o = AC exp −

xo 2
yo 2
+ 2
2
σxc
σyc

!!

− AS exp −

xo 2
yo 2
+ 2
2
σxs
σys

(6)

MT Neurons
The initial motion signals computed by V1 neurons are
transmitted to the MT neurons. The integration MT neurons
propagate the motion information from the regions with stronger
activity of V1 neurons to other regions via recurrent excitatory
interconnections. The presence of the end-stopped V1 neurons
results in higher levels of neural activity at the terminators
compared to ambiguous motion information at the edges
of the stimulus, which would otherwise create the aperture
problem. Therefore, unambiguous motion signals generated at
the terminators win over the other motion directions and
gradually dominate the motion direction to which the MT
neurons respond.
Integration neurons receive excitatory input from the
luminance sensitive V1-ECRF neurons, whose activities are
suppressed at the extrinsic terminators. Thus, the connection
strength from the V1-ECRF neurons to MT neurons determines
the impact of the extrinsic terminators on the perceived direction
of motion by MT neurons compared to intrinsic terminators. The
activity of the integration neurons is computed by

!!

(4)
where (xo ,yo ) are oriented coordinates with orientation o at
2 and σ 2 are the standard deviations of
spatial location (x,y), σxc
yc
the centers of the RF. The parameters σxs2 and σys2 are standard
deviations of the surround and AC and AS are constants. The RF
of the V1-ECRF neurons is applied to the reversed intensity level
of the input stimulus, Ix,y , to compute their activities,

ig

dvx,y,θ (t)
dt
ig1

ig2

cs
es es
cx
= h (Gcx
ig vx,y,θ (t) + Gig vx,y,θ (t) + Gig λx,y,θ (t) + Gig κx,y,θ (t) −
ig3

sg sg

ig

Gig γx,y,θ (t − T ig ) − Gig ζx,y,θ (t − T ig ) − Gig vx,y,θ (t) − τig vx,y,θ (t)),
cs
vx,y,o

= h Rx,y,o ∗ Ix,y
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result of center-surround interactions. Ges
sg is a variable
parameter that is altered within a limited range to
investigate the level of pattern motion selectivity of the
MT neurons. All remaining parameters are constant
and their values are given in Table 1. Further details
about the roles of the parameters can be found in
Zarei Eskikand et al. (2016).
To investigate the level of pattern motion selectivity of the
modeled MT neurons, we examined the model response when
two overlapped moving bars have occluded intrinsic terminators.
To simulate pattern motion, we removed the occluders from the
RFs of all neurons by limiting the image frame to the intersections
of the bars.
The responses of MT neurons to pattern or component
motions are determined by the values of two parameters of
the model: the connection strength of the excitatory input
from V1-ECRF neurons, Gcs
ig , and the inhibitory effect of
end-stopped V1 neurons, Ges
sg . The values of these parameters
determine whether the MT neuron is selective to pattern
motion or to component motion. To measure the level of
pattern motion selectivity compared to component motion
selectivity, we used pattern index, PI , which represents the
level of the pattern direction selectivity of the MT neurons
depending on the relative strengths of the connections
from end-stopped V1 neurons and V1-ECRF neurons,
defined as

where λx,y,θ is the excitation from neighboring integration
neurons selective to the same direction θ , γx,y,θ is interdirectional inhibition, and ζx,y,θ is long-range inhibition. These
neurons receive excitatory input from complex V1 and endcx
es , respectively. They also
stopped V1 neurons, vx,y,θ
and vx,y,θ
sg

receive inhibitory input from segmentation neurons, vx,y,θ .
Finally, h() is the piece-wise linear saturation function that
constrains the level of activity to between 0 and 1, defined
in Equation (6). Gcs
ig is the variable parameter that determines
the pattern motion selectivity of the MT neurons. The
remaining excitatory and inhibitory connection strengths are
ig2
ig1
ig3
es
given by constant gain factors, Gcx
ig , Gig , Gig , Gig , Gig ,
sg

Gig , whose values are given in Table 1. T ig indicates the
time delay of inhibition between MT integration neurons
and τig is the decay rate of the activity of integration
MT neurons. The receptive field areas of MT neurons
are seven times larger than the receptive fields of V1
neurons, and the area of the surrounds of MT neurons are
ten times larger than the receptive fields of V1 neurons
(Zarei Eskikand et al., 2016).
Segmentation MT neurons constrain the propagation of
motion signals to the regions where there is movement
by detecting discontinuities in the stimulus and inhibiting
the activity of the integration neurons in these regions.
These inhibitory connections also prevent the integration of
motion signals generated by multiple moving stimuli. Complex
V1 neurons provide the initial motion signals and border
information of the moving stimulus to the segmentation neurons.
Segmentation neurons receive inhibitory connections from endstopped V1 neurons to prevent interference with the propagation
of the unambiguous motion signals at the terminators. The
strength of these inhibitory connections has a key role in
determining the level of the pattern motion selectivity of the
MT neurons. Strong inhibition from end-stopped V1 neurons
suppresses the activity of the segmentation neurons at the
extrinsic terminators. Thus, extrinsic terminators have a stronger
impact on the perceived motion of the input stimulus, which
eventually results in pattern motion selectivity of the MT
neurons. However, decreasing the inhibitory effect of the endstopped neurons on segmentation neurons causes higher activity
levels of the segmentation neurons at the terminators, which
results in suppression of the integration neurons through
inhibitory input due to the extrinsic terminators. Therefore,
decreasing the impact of the motion signals at the extrinsic
terminators enhances the component motion selectivity of the
MT neurons. The activity of the segmentation neurons is
given by

PI
SP

dt

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg

− SC

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg

.

(10)

is the level of the pattern motion selectivity of MT

SP

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg


X X ig
v
= 1 − N 


x

dp

x,y,θ Gcs ,Ges
ig sg

y



− vx,y,θ  , (11)

dp

where vx,y,θ is the expected activity of the neurons responding
ig

to the pattern motion of the stimulus and vx,y,θ is the activity
of the MT neuron at location (x, y) when the strengths of the
inhibitory connections from end-stopped V1 neurons and V1cs
ECRF neurons are Ges
sg andGig , respectively. N is a normalization
function that scales all values between 0 and 1 described as
N(v) = (v − min(v))/(max (v) − min (v)). SC Gcs ,Ges is the level
ig

sg

of the component direction selectivity of the MT neurons,
C

S

sg1 e
ig
cx
es es
= h Gcx
sg vx,y,θ − Gsg vx,y,θ + Gsg ηx,y + Gsg χx,y,θ

sg2 i
sg
−Gsg χx,y,θ
− τsg vx,y,θ , (9)

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg


X X ig
(v
=1−N
x

+

ig

x,y,θ1 Gcs ,Ges
ig sg

y

XX
x

where ηx,y is the excitatory input received from integration
neurons and χx,y,θ represents the excitatory and inhibitory
interconnections between segmentation neurons as the
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= SP

es
neurons, and its value depends on two parameters of Gcs
ig and Gsg ,

sg

dvx,y,θ

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg

y

ig

(vx,y,θ2

es
Gcs
ig ,Gsg

dc
− vx,y,θ
)
1



dc
− vx,y,θ
) ,
2

(12)

ig

where vx,y,θ1 and vx,y,θ2 are the activities of the integration
MT neurons selective to the directions of the first and
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TABLE 1 | The constant parameters used in the model, their values, and their units.
Description

Parameter

Value

Unit

Connection strength of input to the end-stopped neurons

Gcx1
es

2

Connection strength of inhibitory connections on end-stopped neurons

Gcx2
es

3

–

Connection strength of complex V1 neurons to integration neurons

Gcx
ig

0.5

–

Connection strength of end-stopped V1 neurons to integration neurons

Ges
ig

0.7

–

Connection strength of complex V1 neurons to segmentation neurons

Gcx
sg

1

–

Connection strength of excitatory connections to integration neurons

Gig

0.2

–

Connection strength of inter-directional inhibitory connections

Gig

1

–

Connection strength of long-range inhibitory connections

Gig

1

–

Connection strength of inhibition from segmentation neurons

Gig

0.1

–

Connection strength of excitation from integration on segmentation neurons

Gsg

0.5

–

Connection strength of surround facilitation on segmentation neurons

Gsg

0.1

–

Connection strength of surround suppression on segmentation neurons

Gsg

0.2

–

Number of neurons at each location-selective to different directions

N

8

–

Constant value for the threshold on the activity of complex V1 neurons

ccx

0.12

Constant value for the threshold on the activity of segmentation neurons

csg

0.02

Constant value for the threshold on the activity of integration neurons

cig

0.05

–

Decay rate of the activity of integration neurons

τig

0.2

–

Decay rate of the activity of segmentation neurons

τsg

0.2

–

Decay rate of the activity end-stopped neurons

τes

0.01

–

Simulation time step

1t

0.01

ms

Time constant of the temporal filter

τg

0.01

ms

Time delay of inhibition between MT integration neurons

Tig

0.1

ms

Spatial frequency

f

1.1

cyc/deg

Standard deviation of horizontal spatial Gaussian filter

σx

0.5

–

Standard deviation of vertical spatial Gaussian filter

σy

0.5

–

Standard deviation of center portion of horizontal spatial Gaussian filter

σxc

0.35

–

Standard deviation of center portion of vertical spatial Gaussian filter

σyc

0.4

–

Standard deviation of surround portion of horizontal spatial Gaussian filter

σxs

0.4

–

Standard deviation of surround portion of vertical spatial Gaussian filter

σys

0.5

–

Strength of center portion of spatial Gaussian filter

Ac

1

–

Strength of surround portion of spatial Gaussian filter

As

0.72

–

ig2
ig1
ig3
sg
ig1
sg1
sg2

dc
second components of the stimulus, respectively, and vx,y,θ
1

–

the dominant driver of perception (Figure 1F). Human observers
perceive this pattern as moving upwards.
Crossing bars resemble the motion of a plaid in the absence of
their intrinsic terminators. The plaid in Figure 1B is constructed
by summing two differently oriented gratings that have relatively
low contrasts. At the crossing points, the contrast is higher due
to the summing process. The plaid in Figure 1F was created
in the same way but both bars have zero luminance, so the
crossing points are not darker than the bars (a saturated plaid).
Therefore, two crossing bars with different orientations have the
same characteristics as the elements of a saturated plaid.

dc
and vx,y,θ
are the desired activities of the integration MT
2
neurons responding to the first and second component
motions, respectively.
To investigate the effects of changes in contrast, the model is
tested with two overlapping bars with different contrast values,
again with occluded intrinsic terminators. The effects of changing
the contrast level of the stimulus on the pattern motion selectivity
of MT neurons are investigated.

RESULTS

Responses of V1 Neurons to Crossing Bar
Stimuli

To investigate the response of the model presented here, we used
crossing bars as stimuli (Figure 1E). The bars are slanted left
and right at 45◦ from the vertical; the bars move horizontally
either left or right, respectively. When the intrinsic terminators
of the crossing bars (i.e., the ends of the bars) are occluded, the
extrinsic terminators formed by the crossing of the bars becomes

Frontiers in Neural Circuits | www.frontiersin.org

–

The initial motion signals are extracted by phase insensitive,
direction-selective, complex V1 neurons. The phase-insensitivity
of the neurons and their direction-selectivity are generated
by a non-linear combination of spatial and temporal filters
(Adelson and Bergen, 1985; van Santen and Sperling, 1985).
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not direction-selective, so the cells signal form rather than
motion. A wider inhibitory RF is also incorporated into the
RFs of these cells, which is sensitive to the luminance of the
stimulus. The surrounds suppress the activities of the neurons
when activated by the dark luminance of the stimulus in the
case of a white background. The activities of the V1-ECRF
neurons are strongly suppressed at the extrinsic terminators
where the inhibitory surrounds of the neurons are more highly
stimulated than at the intrinsic terminators (Figure 3C). The
reason for this is that there is a larger area stimulated by
the black bars at the extrinsic terminator locations than at
the intrinsic terminator locations (Figure 2D). As the signals
from the extrinsic terminators are suppressed, the influence of
those signals at the population level is reduced. Therefore, the
signals from the intrinsic terminators are able to dominate, thus
emphasizing cells that are signaling the correct leftward and
rightward directions of the bars. Thus, excitatory connections
from neurons at the intrinsic terminators assist the network of
MT neurons to highlight the most appropriate motion signals to
be used for perception.

The small RFs of these neurons result in ambiguous directional
information. The activities of the complex V1 neuron network
when responding to two moving, crossing bars with the same
contrast are shown in Figure 3A. In this and subsequent figures,
each of the eight boxes show the responses of neurons in the V1
network. Their preferred direction is represented by the white
arrows in the boxes. The neurons selective to the directions
perpendicular to the orientations of the bars have high levels
of activity when the edges of the bars cross their RFs (top
left and top right boxes). These neurons respond in a manner
consistent with those affected by the aperture problem. The
aperture problem occurs when the RFs of the cells are too small
to see anything other than the movement of the edges of the bars
through their RFs. As a result, even though the bars are moving
horizontally, because of their slanted orientations, within the
RFs the edges of the bars move orthogonal to their orientations
(Born and Bradley, 2005; Bradley and Goyal, 2008). Neurons
that are selective for leftward and rightward motion (middle left
and middle right boxes) are most strongly activated when the
intrinsic terminators move over their RFs; i.e., the strength of
the activity at the corners of the bars are bright yellow (middle
left and middle right boxes). These cells give the most accurate
estimations of the directions of movement. However, it should
be noted that rightward and leftward sensitive V1 complex cells
also respond quite strongly along the edges of the bars (diagonal
orange patches in the middle left and middle right boxes). V1
complex cells selective to upward motion (middle upper box)
respond most strongly when the extrinsic terminators (i.e., the
crossing points of the bars) move over their RFs. Based on the
outputs of the complex V1 neurons, it is impossible to extract an
unequivocal, correct direction of motion from the collective cell
population as strong signals are available in different parts of the
visual field from cells tuned to different directions.
The end-stopped V1 neurons have the same form as the V1
complex neurons except that their immediate co-linear neighbors
provide inhibition so that maximum excitation occurs only when
the terminators of the bars match a particular RF (Figure 2C).
Therefore, the end-stopped neurons have edge-length-dependent
response amplitudes (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965). End-stopped
neurons are essential for subsequent MT neurons to differentiate
the unambiguous motion information of the terminators from
the ambiguous motion information that results from the aperture
problem (Zarei Eskikand et al., 2016). Figure 3B shows the
activities of end-stopped neurons in response to the same
stimulus as used in Figure 3A. The population response is
qualitatively similar to that of the standard V1 cells except in
one very important respect: the activities of the end-stopped V1
neurons selective to upward-left and upward-right motion (topleft and top-right boxes) generate strong suppression when the
edges of the stimulus cross their RFs. Therefore, these cells are
far less influenced by the aperture problem.
To discriminate the motion signals of the intrinsic from the
extrinsic terminators, in our model, we incorporate orientationselective V1-ECRF neurons that have extensive suppressive
surrounds. In these neurons, the central excitatory region
has a similar RF structure to that of the V1-complex cells
outlined above. However, the central region in this case is
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Responses of V1 Neurons With Occluded
Intrinsic Terminators
Having shown the preferred stimuli for the three classes of
V1 neurons, we now show how those cells respond when we
remove the intrinsic terminators, as is the case in plaid patterns
(see Figure 1E). We use the same overlapping, moving bars
as in the previous section but with the intrinsic terminators
occluded (Figure 4). The responses of complex V1 neurons
to the stimulus are shown in Figure 4A. Among the neurons
selective to the up-right direction (top-right box), neurons
with RFs at the edges of the rightward moving bar have
high levels of activity. Similarly, among the neurons selective
to the up-left direction (top-left box), neurons with RFs at
the edges of the leftward moving bar have high levels of
activity. The neurons at the extrinsic terminators formed at
the crossing junctions of the overlapping bars also have high
levels of activity (top-central box); these neurons respond to
upward motion of the crossing junction. The activities of endstopped V1 neurons are shown in Figure 4B. The inhibitory
interconnections between end-stopped V1 neurons result in
suppression of the activity along the edges. Since the intrinsic
terminators are hidden, the end-stopped neurons only have
high levels of activity at the extrinsic terminators, representing
upward motion of the crossing junction (top-central box).
Figure 4C shows the activities of the V1-ECRF neurons. The
inhibitory surrounds of these neurons are strongly stimulated
by the intensity level at the extrinsic terminators. Therefore,
the activities of the neurons at the extrinsic terminators are
suppressed because of their surround effect. These neurons have
high levels of activity only along the edges of the moving bars
(Figure 4C).

Responses of MT Neurons
The responses of the MT neurons are highly dependent on
the values of two parameters: the excitatory input that they
receive from the interaction of complex V1 and V1-ECRF
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FIGURE 3 | (A) The activities of complex V1 neurons selective to eight different directions in response to overlapped moving bars with the same level of contrast. Each
box shows the activity of the neurons selective to the direction shown by the white arrow. The axes represent the spatial location. The color bar shows the strength of
(Continued)
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FIGURE 3 | the activity, brighter for higher values, and the white arrows indicate the preferred direction of the neurons in each graph. The stimulus is two crossing bars
with the same level of contrast, as illustrated in the middle of the figure. The bar with 135◦ orientation is moving to the right and the bar with 45◦ orientation is moving
to the left (black horizontal arrows). The neurons have a high level of activity at the terminators and also along the edges of the bars. (B) The activity of V1 end-stopped
neurons in response to crossing bars with the same level of contrast. The neurons represent a high level of activity at both the intrinsic and extrinsic terminators. (C)
The activities of V1-ECRF neurons in response to crossing bars with the same level of contrast. The preferred orientations of the neurons in each graph are shown by
the white bars. The neurons have the highest level of activity at the intrinsic terminators and their activities are strongly suppressed at the extrinsic terminators.

FIGURE 4 | (A) The activities of complex V1 neurons responding to the pattern motion. The stimulus (shown in the middle) is two crossing bars with hidden intrinsic
terminators. The bars are actually moving to the left and right (horizontal black arrows). Each box shows the activity of the neurons selective to the direction shown by
the white arrow. The axes represent the spatial location. The color bar shows the strength of activity, brighter for higher values. The neurons have a high level of activity
at the extrinsic terminators and along the edges. (B) The activity level of end-stopped neurons responding to the pattern motion. The activity of the neurons along the
edges are suppressed. (C) The activities of V1-ECRF neurons in response to the pattern motion. The preferred orientation of the neurons at each box is shown by the
white bars. The activity of the neurons at the extrinsic terminators are strongly suppressed.

neurons, Gcs
ig , and the inhibitory effect of the end-stopped
neurons on the activity of the segmentation MT neurons, Ges
sg
(Figure 2A). Increasing the connection weight of the excitatory
input from V1-ECRF neurons to MT neurons suppresses the
influence of the extrinsic terminators. Extrinsic terminators have
a significant role on the pattern motion selectivity of the MT
neurons. Therefore, suppressing their effect causes the neurons
to become selective to the component motion signal associated
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with the overlapping bars (in the absence of the intrinsic
terminators) when they receive strong input from V1-ECRF
neurons. Decreasing the inhibitory effects of the end-stopped V1
neurons on the segmentation MT neurons results in an increase
of the suppression effect of the segmentation MT neurons on the
integration MT neurons that have their RFs over the extrinsic
terminators. Therefore, the effect of the extrinsic terminators in
determining the direction of the motion decreases significantly,
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bars were different. The strengths of the connections from endstopped V1 and V1-ECRF neurons to MT was changed within
a limited range to investigate their effects on the pattern and
component motion selectivity of the neurons. Figure 6B shows
the pattern index when the model is tested with the stimuli in
which the low contrast bar appears to move in front of a high
contrast bar.
Similar to the results of the model in response to stimuli with
similar contrast levels, increasing the connection strength of the
input from V1-ECRF neurons decreases the effect of the extrinsic
terminators and increases the component selectivity of the MT
neurons. The level of the pattern selectivity of MT neurons drops
substantially when the contrast of the bars is different. Therefore,
changing the value of the parameters does not have a substantial
effect on the pattern selectivity of the neurons. This is consistent
with experimental findings that have shown a drop in the pattern
selectivity of MT neurons when the contrast of the gratings is
different (Stoner and Albright, 1992; Kumbhani et al., 2008).

which results in strengthening the component motion selectivity
of the MT neurons.
Figure 5A shows the activity of MT neurons when they are
selective to the component motion because of strong input from
V1-ECRF neurons and when the inhibitory effect of the endstopped V1 neurons on segmentation MT neurons is small. The
MT neurons represent the component directions, which are the
directions of movement of the individual bars when affected
by the aperture problem. Neurons respond strongly to the bar
with 135o orientation moving in the up-right direction (top-right
box), although it is actually moving to the right. Neurons also
respond strongly to the bar with 45o orientation moving in the
up-left direction (top-left box), although it is actually moving
to the left. The pattern motion of the stimulus generated by the
extrinsic terminators is suppressed by the excitatory input from
the V1-ECRF neurons.
The activities of MT neurons selective for pattern motion are
shown in Figure 5B. In this case, the strength of the excitatory
connections from V1-ECRF neurons is low, while the inhibitory
effect of end-stopped V1 neurons on segmentation MT neurons
is increased. The MT neurons propagate the upward motion of
the extrinsic terminators along the whole of the stimulus over
time, which results in selectivity for pattern motion.

Temporal Dynamics of the Response of MT
Neurons
There is a delay in the final response of MT neurons to the pattern
motion because of the time taken for the population of MT
neurons to propagate the activity of the neurons at the extrinsic
terminators to cover the whole of the stimulus (Figure 6C).
Conversely, component MT neurons only produce high activity
along the edges of the stimulus. As this is simultaneous for all
cells along the edges, there is no delay in the computation, so the
responses do not evolve over time (Figure 6D). This difference
in timing between pattern and component neurons has been
observed experimentally in primate MT (Smith et al., 2005).
Figure 6C shows the temporal dynamics of detecting pattern
motion compared to component motion of an MT neuron in
response to the crossing bars with the same level of contrast.
The RF of the neuron is located on the edge of the bar. A
pattern neuron (Figure 6C) responds to the direction of the
component motion at response onset. After a delay, the MT
neuron responds to the pattern motion of the stimulus when the
motion information has had enough time to propagate from the
extrinsic terminators along the whole of the stimulus. However,
the component neuron (Figure 6D) does not have a similar
temporal dynamic and its response to the component motion
dominates over the pattern motion from motion onset. To
decrease the computational load, we set a very small value for the
time step. This has scaled the final amount of the temporal delay.

Pattern Index
In our model, the level of pattern and component motion
selectivity of the MT neurons depends on the relative strengths
of the connections from end-stopped V1 neurons and V1-ECRF
neurons. To investigate the effects of these connections on the
value of the pattern index (Equation 10, see Methods), the
corresponding parameters of the model were changed within a
limited range. Figures 6A,B show the effects of changing the two
parameters of the model on the pattern and component motion
selectivity of MT neurons. The negative values (blue) of the
pattern index indicate component motion selectivity and positive
values (red) indicate pattern selectivity of MT neurons.
Increasing the effect of V1-ECRF neurons, Gcs
ig , results in
suppression of the signals derived from the extrinsic terminators
in determining the motion direction of the stimulus. Therefore,
the neurons show preference for the component motion of the
input stimulus. An increase in the connection strength from endstopped V1 neurons to segmentation MT neurons, Ges
sg , results
in more positive values for pattern selectivity. As the purpose
of the inhibitory connections from end-stopped V1 neurons
to segmentation MT neurons is to prevent the interference
of segmentation neurons in the propagation of the activity
from the terminators, increasing the strength of this connection
enhances the effect of the extrinsic terminators on determining
the motion selectivity of MT neurons. Therefore, increasing this
parameter of the model increases the pattern motion selectivity
of MT neurons.

DISCUSSION
Our computational model describes a biologically plausible
mechanism that could generate pattern and component motion
selectivity in primate MT neurons. The results of the model
show that the extrinsic terminators formed at the intersections
of overlapping bars have a particularly important role in pattern
motion detection in MT neurons. The model uses several known
V1 cell types and two types of MT neurons in an integrated
network to accentuate the terminators in the moving image.

Contrast Dependency of the Pattern
Motion Selectivity of MT Neurons
To investigate the effects of changes in the image contrast on
the dependency of the pattern index on the strength of these
connections, the model was tested when the contrasts of the
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FIGURE 5 | (A) The activity of the neurons selective to the component motion in response to the pattern motion. The stimulus is shown in the middle, which is two
crossing bars with hidden intrinsic terminators. The bars are actually moving to the left and right (horizontal black arrows). Each box shows the activity of the neurons
selective to the direction shown by the white arrow. The color bar shows the strength of activity, brighter for higher values, and the axes represent the spatial location.
The neurons selective to the up-right and up-left directions have the highest level of activities representing the component motion of the stimulus. (B) The activity of
the pattern motion selective MT neurons responding to the pattern motion. The neurons selective to the up direction have the highest level of activities representing
the pattern motion of the stimulus.

It is this characteristic that allows the model to solve the
aperture problem rather than just the integration of component
signals from direction-selective V1 cells. The motion information
generated at the extrinsic terminators within a plaid represents
the direction of the pattern motion. The interconnections
between MT neurons propagate the activities of the neurons that
respond to the extrinsic terminators to other neurons in the
network that are viewing other regions of the stimulus. Pattern
selective MT neurons respond to the component motions at
the onset of the stimulus and their responses evolve over time
to represent the pattern motion of the stimulus as the motion
information gradually propagates from the extrinsic terminators.
Neurophysiological findings have revealed the spatial and
temporal limits of pattern motion perception in MT neurons
(Majaj et al., 2007; Kumbhani et al., 2015). They have shown
that there is a requirement for the appearance of the gratings
simultaneously in a limited temporal and spatial range for pattern
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motion detection to occur in MT neurons. These data are
consistent with the idea that processing of extrinsic terminators
might be a key factor in the generation of pattern motion
selectivity in MT neurons. The time between the appearances of
the gratings should not exceed the decay rate of the MT responses
to the extrinsic terminators in the input stimulus, which are the
key elements for the computation of pattern motion.
Beck and Neumann (2011) proposed a model to represent
the neurophysiological findings of Majaj et al. (2007), which
had explored the temporal and spatial limits of pattern motion
selectivity in MT neurons. The MT neurons in their model have
less ambiguous motion information compared to V1 neurons,
owing to their larger RFs. Feedback connections from MT to V1
gradually disambiguate the motion information generated by MT
and V1 neurons. The result of their model is that MT neurons
respond to the motion of the individual non-overlapping bars
that lie entirely within their RFs without integrating the motion
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FIGURE 6 | (A) The effect of the changes in the connection strength of the V1-ECRF neurons and end-stopped neurons to MT. Positive values of the pattern index
represent pattern selectivity of the MT neurons and negative values indicate component selectivity of the MT neurons. The color bar shows the value of the pattern
(Continued)
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FIGURE 6 | index, brighter for higher values. (B) The effect of the changes in the connection strength of the end-stopped and V1-ECRF neurons to MT in response to
the pattern motion when the contrasts of the bars are different. (C) The temporal dynamic activity of pattern MT neurons. The eyeball circle shows the location of the
selected MT neuron in the visual field. The activity of the pattern neuron selective to the upward direction (red line) is lower than the activity of the MT neuron selective
to the up-right direction (blue line) at the beginning. After a delay, the neuron selective to the direction of the pattern motion dominates over the neuron selective to the
direction of the component motion. (D) The temporal dynamic activity of the component MT neuron. The activity of the component neuron selective to the up-right
direction (blue line) is higher than the activity of the neuron selective to the upward direction (red line). There is no delay in detecting the component motion of the
stimulus in contrast to the pattern motion. The eyeball circle shows the location of the selected MT neuron.

outside their RFs. After a temporal delay, these neurons respond
to the movement of the crossing junction of two overlapping bars
that are inside their receptive field. As the intrinsic terminators
of the bars were visible, MT neurons in their model respond
to the motion of the individual bars. As a result, motion of
the overlapping bars cannot represent the pattern motion in
the presence of the intrinsic terminators. Therefore, the model
does not fully replicate the responses of MT neurons to plaids
presented inside their RFs (Beck and Neumann, 2011).
Perrone and Krauzlis (2008) also proposed a model to explain
the results of the neurophysiological experiments by Majaj et al.
(2007). Their model shows that the response of the neurons to
the component motions of the pseudo-plaids results from the
subregions in the receptive fields of the MT neurons. Our model
proposes a different view of this neurophysiological experiment;
it shows that the strong component response to the pseudoplaids can result from the absence of intrinsic terminators in these
gratings and, when the gratings overlap, the neurons respond to
the pattern motion of the stimulus (Perrone, 2004; Perrone and
Krauzlis, 2008).
The temporal dynamics of the pattern motion selectivity
of MT neurons in our model accord with neurophysiological
results (Smith et al., 2005, 2009). These experiments showed that
there is a temporal delay of 50–70 ms in the pattern motion
detection of MT neurons, which could be explained by the
time required for the propagation of motion information from
extrinsic terminators to the other regions of the neural network.
However, the responses of component MT neurons do not evolve
over time, as is also the case in our model (Smith et al., 2009).
The pattern or component selectivity of MT neurons in the
model depends on the strength of the connections from V1ECRF neurons: the suppressive effect on the signals arising
from the extrinsic terminators determine the level of pattern
selectivity of MT neurons. Strong connections from V1-ECRF
neurons suppress the motion signals arising from the extrinsic
terminators and result in component selectivity of the MT
neurons. A weak connection from V1-ECRF neurons leads to
the dominance of the motion signals generated by cells with
RFs located at the extrinsic terminators (in the absence of the
intrinsic terminators). Therefore, MT neurons respond to the
pattern motion of the plaid as the motion information propagates
from extrinsic terminators to other regions. As the levels of
pattern selectivity of MT neurons are determined by V1-ECRF
neurons and the activity of the V1-ECRF neurons depend on
the contrast level of the stimulus, the contrast of the stimulus
greatly influences the pattern selectivity of the MT neurons.
There is neurophysiological evidence of the effect of contrast on
the pattern selectivity of MT neurons. For example, Kumbhani
et al. (2008) showed that the pattern selectivity of MT neurons is
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highly dependent on the contrast of the stimulus gratings: pattern
selectivity decreases significantly at lower contrasts. However,
component selectivity is contrast invariant in MT neurons. The
experiments also show that a decrease in the contrast level of
one of the gratings results in a shift of the response of the
pattern selective MT neurons toward selectivity for the direction
of the movement of the grating with the highest contrast. These
findings accord with the expectations of our model, which readily
explains why the pattern selectivity of MT neurons depends
on the contrast of the stimulus. Our model shows that the
pattern selectivity of MT neurons depends on the strength of the
connections from contrast sensitive ECR-V1 neurons. As a result,
the pattern selectivity of MT neurons depends on the contrast of
the stimulus. The model presented by Perrone (2004) does not
show that the pattern motion selectivity level of the MT neurons
is dependent on the contrast of the crossing junctions or the
contrast of the gratings.
The results of our model also accord with neurophysiological
findings on the responses of V1 neurons to pattern motion.
As the activities of V1 neurons do not evolve over time and,
consequently, there is no propagation from the terminators to
other regions in V1, the neurons do not detect the pattern
motion of the stimulus, which requires the propagation of
activity from the extrinsic terminators (Hubel and Wiesel,
1965; Pack and Born, 2001; Pack et al., 2003). Snowden et al.
(1991) showed that MT neurons do not respond to pattern
motion of transparent random sets of dots. This could be
also explained by our hypothesis relating to the importance
of the extrinsic terminators on pattern motion selectivity in
MT. Since there are no extrinsic terminators formed when two
overlapping sets of random dots are presented, MT neurons
do not integrate the component motions to respond to the
pattern direction.
In summary, the results of our model suggest that the
process of pattern motion detection by MT neurons is not
necessarily based on the integration of the component motions
of the gratings. The key element that determines the pattern or
component motion selectivity of the MT neurons is the level
of the input received from V1-ECRF neurons, which controls
the effect of the extrinsic terminators on the perceived global
motion of the stimuli. Therefore, the detection of the pattern
motion requires the existence of the extrinsic terminators formed
by the overlap of the gratings. The segregation of the different
gratings in the RFs of the neurons and the component motion
selectivity of the MT neurons to two distinct non-overlapping
gratings can also be explained by the model of MT neurons
(Majaj et al., 2007). Our model suggests that the segregation of
motion signals generated by different objects is the result of the
interactions of the surround and the border information received
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